1) Julian launches the Better Your City App.

User Scenario #7: Julian wants to change the default
language on the app from French to English.

2) Julian’s first language is French. She
chooses French as her default language on the App.

Language
4) Julian presses
‘language options’
on the app.

5) Julian chooses English as the default language
and then passes the phone to Sandra.
END SCENARIO.
3) Julian wants to lend Sandra her phone to
use the app to report a problem. However
Sandra only speaks English so she cannot
use the app which has been defaulted to French.
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1) George launches the Better Your City App.

User Scenario #8: George wants to report
a pothole offsite and follow the issue, but
he does not have an account.

Language

2) George can only speak English so he chooses
English as his default language on the app.

Press Language
Options
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3) George presses the ‘new report’ button.
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4) Because George is not currently near the pothole he wants to report,
he types in the location of the pothole in the text field above the map.
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5) George selects the issue ‘potholes’ from the drop down
menu, and types in a description of the pothole. He hits submit.

6) The app asks George if he wants to follow the issue. George
wants to know when the pothole is fixed so he selects ‘yes.’

Follow Issue?

List of Reports with Status
9) George’s pothole report is filed under the
‘my report status’ section of app. END SCENARIO.
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7) To follow the issue, George has to
make an account. He inputs his phone number
and a PIN is sent to his phone through a text.

PIN is sent via text

8) George clicks on the PIN in the text and it logs
him into his new account on the app. He is directed
to the ‘my report status’ section of the app.

1) Alex launches the Better Your City App.

User Scenario #9: Alex wants to report a pothole
offsite with an account and follow the issue.

Language

2) Alex’s first language is Spanish so he chooses
Spanish as his default language on the app.

Press Language
Options
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3) Alex presses the ‘new report’ button.
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4) Because Alex is not currently near the pothole he wants to report,
he types in the location of the pothole in the text field above the map.
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5) Alex selects the issue ‘potholes’ from the drop down
menu, and types in a description of the pothole. He hits submit.

6) The app asks Alex if he wants to follow the issue. Alex
wants to know when the pothole is fixed so he selects ‘yes.’

Follow Issue?

7) Alex is directed to the ‘my report status’
section of the app. Alex’s pothole report is
filed under the ‘my report status’ section of app.
END SCENARIO.
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